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Never Never Acoustic
Feargal Sharkey

I notice, that this beautiful song has no chords in internet, so here they are!
You must play those chords all after 5th fret with Barree. Take a look to
original, so 
you understand better http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TVi64jx_ok&feature=related

Enjoy
raivo@kv.ee

Intro F/C Am B C

Verse 1:
F/C                  Am
I know just what to say
                     B
it s just a game I play
        F#m7           B
now I m here on my own.
F/C                 Am
I d like to be with youÂ 
                    B
I guess you always knew
        F#m7           B
still I m all alone.
C                           B
I know the story but it all worked out.

Chorus:
F/C                 Am
 It never happens to me
                    B
it never happens to me.
(Maybe it s the way my life was meant to be.)
F/C                Am
It never happens to me
                    B
it never happens to me.
(Love s just a door that s locked and there s no key)

F/C                 B
it never happens to me.

Verse 2:
I know every line
it s just a waste of time
 cause it s all such a shame.



I ve seen it all before and everytime I m sure
that it ends up to same.
I know the story but it all worked out.

Chorus:
It never happens to me
it never happens to me.
Maybe it s the way my life was meant to be.
It never happens to me
it never happens to me.
Love s just a door that s locked and there s no key
it never happens to me.

Verse 1
I know just what to say
it s just a game I play
now I m here on my own.
I d like to be with youÂ 
I guess you always knew
still I m left all alone.
I know the story but it all worked out.Â 

Chorus:
It never happens to me
it never happens to me.
Maybe it s the way my life was meant to be.
It never happens to me
it never happens to me.
Love s just a door that s locked and there s no key
it never happens to me.


